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So Long Honeybee Goodbye
Pokey LaFarge

Timing is pretty obvious if you listen through the song. Playing along with it 
once is advised to get the feel. 

C#7: X5453X
Eb7: X7675X

Intro:
E-10-9-8-7--3--5--3-5-3
B-8--7-6-5--3--5--3-5-3

F#7 F7 E7 Eb7
Oooooh
F#7 F7 G#7 C#7
Oooooh

F# F E Eb7 G# C#7  F#    
I travel around this country, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, seems like I
ve 
been everywhere
Been a lot of places, seen so many faces, but always wished that you were there

Bbm F Bbm  F
They say a picture s worth a thousand words, oh but there s still a thousand 
stories of you I ve never heard, 
Bbm F
Please tell me darling, will you be true
G# C#7
All these times I pull away from you?

F# C#7 F#  C#7 F#
When it comes time for leaving, will you be grieving, will you even wonder where
I m at?
B7 F# G# C#7
Cause I got a feeling, your loves the one I ll be stealing, you ll belong to him
when I get back 

F# C#7 F# Eb7 
Oh, you know that you mean the world to me, but I got good bait and there s a
lot 
of fish in that sea

G# C#7 F#  F#-F-Eb  G# C#7 F#       
You will be the one, to sit alone and cry when I say farewell, c est la vie, so
long honeybee, 
goodbye

Solo



F# F E Eb7 G#7 C#7 F# x2
Bbm F Bbm F Bbm F G# C#7
F# C#7 F# C#7 F# B7 F# G# C#7
F# C#7 F# Eb7
G#7 C#7 F# F#-F-Eb G# C#7 F#

F# F E Eb7 G#7 C#7 F# x2

Bbm F Bbm F
They say a picture s worth a thousand words, oh but there s still a thousand 
stories of you I ve never heard, 
Bbm F
Please tell me darling, will you be true
G# C#7
All these times I pull away from you?

F# C#7 F# C#7 F#
When it comes time for leaving, will you be grieving, will you even wonder where
I m at?
B7 F# G# C#7
Cause I got a feeling, your loves the one I ll be stealing, you ll belong to him
when I get back 

F# C#7 F#  Eb7 
Oh, you know that you mean the world to me, but I got good bait and there s a
lot 
of fish in that sea

G#  C#7 F#  F#-F-Eb  G#  C#7         
You will be the one, to sit alone and cry when I say farewell, c est la vie, so
long honeybee, 
F# F#-F-E-Eb7
goodbye
G#7  C#7  F#
Farewell, c est la vie, so long honeybee, goodbye bye bye, bye bye

Outro:

F# F E Eb7 G# C#7 F#    

E-10-9-8-7--3--5--3-6-6-5-3
B-8--7-6-5--3--5--3-5-5-5-3


